The New Forms of Medicines Producing and New Developed Method their Use in Chemotherapy
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Abstract

The existing methods of chemotherapeutic treatment do not permit to calculate the precise dose of medicine and the time of its action on the tumor that leads to the unpredictability of result, and, therefore, to the ineffectiveness of the use of treatment itself. Furthermore, the damage of normal cells on the chemotherapy becomes the reason for a whole series of the complications, connected with side-effects action of the chemotherapy.

The paper presents the developed mechanism of processing of the fundamentally new form of antitumorigenic medicines with the calculated precise dose of the action of cytostatic on the tumor cells at the moment of their mitosis (indirect division of cells).

The new form of antitumorigenic medicines is a support material with the equally distributed spherical drops of cytostatic. The support material, thus, is a solid at room temperature and is melted at human body temperature, during its implanting into the body parts of patient, which supply the tumor by the blood, will dosed act directly on tumor cells at the moment of their mitosis using the equally distributed drops of cytostatic.

Any treating chemotherapist can calculate impact dose and time of the action of cytostatic that fall accurately on the mitosis of cancerous cells if he knows the volume of each drop and their total quantity in the support material, and also the time of melting of the support material.

The calculated dose of cytostatic in the support material is reached by the injection of the assigned by chemotherapist volume of the cytostatic in the form of the spherical drops through the specific gap inside the camera for the molten support material by way of bubbling in the weightlessness conditions.
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Introduction

For the tumor cells is characteristically the fast growth and relatively fast dividing. The antitumorigenic medicines (cytostatics), which are used in the chemotherapy, not only block these processes, but also cause irreversible injury and loss of such cells [1-5]. Many normal cells also rapidly grow and are divided. Their number includes: the cell of bone marrow, mucous membrane of the cavity of mouth and gastrointestinal tract, reproductive system, hair follicles. Therefore antitumorigenic medicines cause the damage also of these normal cells that also is the reason for a whole series of the complications, connected with the side-effects action of chemotherapy.

There are several methods of delivering the medicine to the organism in the chemotherapy.

Standard of them is the intravenous therapy, whose basic purpose is completely release of the patient from remained cancerous cells, which began to strike the tissues of the healthy organs [1]. However, with this method through the vein the medicines fall into the blood and strike both the tumor and healthy cells of entire organism.

In this case it is not possible to calculate the precise dose of medicine and the time of its action on the tumor, which leads to the unpredictability of result, and, therefore, to the ineffectiveness of the use of chemotherapeutic action.

Another method of delivering the medicine to the organism in the chemotherapy is the regional chemotherapy, which is defined as the local chemotherapy, which influences on the part or area of body or organ [6-9]. In this case the medicine is entered to the artery, which falls through the blood directly to the tumor or its area. With the first passage of medicine through the tumor in the tissue the large number of cytostatic is sucked due to the regional therapy. Immediately after this therapy the blood has to be washed via chemofiltering, in the course of which the surplus of medicine is moved away. Thus, the chance of the entry of medicine to the tumor is in a considerable degree increased and is decreased appearance among the patients of side effects.

However, just as in the first case, in this case it is not possible to calculate the precise dose of medicine and the time of its action on the tumor, which leads to the unpredictability of result, and, therefore, to the ineffectiveness of the use of chemotherapeutic action. Thus, the existing methods of chemotherapy cannot be acknowledged effective and their results predicted. The damage of normal cells with the chemotherapy becomes the reason for a whole series of the
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The paper presents the developed mechanism of processing the fundamentally new form of antitumorigenic medicines with calculated precise dose of the action of cytostatic on the tumor cells at the moment of their mitosis (indirect division of cells).

The new form of antitumorigenic medicine is support material with the equally distributed spherical drops of cytostatic. Knowledge the volume of each drop and their total quantity in the support material, and also the time of melting of the support material permits to any treating chemotherapist to calculate impact dose and time of the action of cytostatic directly in the time of the mitosis of cancerous cells.

**Materials**

As the support material can be used on the lipophilic basis the cocoa butter, its alloys with paraffin and hydrogenizes fats, vegetable and animal hydrogenizes fats, solid fat, lanolin (also spermaceti), the alloys of the hydrogenizes fats with wax, solid paraffin and other bases, permitted for the medical practice.

As the support material also can be used on the hydrophilic basis gelatinglycerol gels, the alloys of polyethylene oxides with different molecular weights and other substances, permitted for the medical practice. The gelatinglycerol basis is made from the medical gelatin, glycerin and water.

Thus, the support material is a solid material at room temperature and melts at a body temperature and will with the precise dose act on tumor cells during implanting of produced medicine to the parts of body, which supply blood of the tumor using the equally distributed drops of cytostatic.

Knowledge of the volume of each drop and their total quantity in the support material, and also of the time of melting of the support material permits to any treating chemotherapist to calculate impact dose and time of the action of cytostatic directly in the time of the mitosis of cancerous cells.

**Method and Developed Devices**

The basis of the developed method of processing of the new form of antitumorigenic medicines included the use of an exceptional special feature of weightlessness-isotropism, i.e., the identity of physical properties in all directions. The developed method [10] uses the isotropism for processing the support material with equally distributed spherical drops of cytostatic in the conditions of microgravity.

The volume and quantity of drops of cytostatic are assigned according to previously calculated data of chemotherapists, which determine impact dose and time of implanting medicine to the parts of body of patient, which supply blood of the tumor.

The time of melting of support material was determined by the standard time of melting its lipophilic or hydrophilic basis. The method of processing of new forms of antitumorigenic medicines in the weightlessness conditions included the processing of support material on the lipophilic or hydrophilic bases with the uniform distribution of the spherical drops of cytostatic of calculated volume. The uniform distribution of spherical drops of cytostatics of calculated volume, in entire volume of support material is achieved in the weightlessness conditions, because of the unique property of weightlessness-isotropism. The calculated dose of cytostatic in the support material is reached by the injection of the assigned by the chemotherapist volume of the cytostatic through the specific gap in the special constructed ampule camera with molten support material.

The process of transmission into the molten support material of the drops of dense liquid (cytostatics) by the dispersion of this dense liquid (cytostatics) through the small holes, in our case-gap in the special constructed ampule camera with molten support material, is called bubbling.

For evaluation of the diameter of formed in the molten support material of the spherical drop of cytostatic is used the formula:

\[ d = \frac{d_0}{\sqrt{\Delta \rho}} \]  

\[ \Delta \rho \]  

\[ \frac{V}{\sigma} \]  

Where \( d \)–diameter of gap, \( \sigma \)–the surface tension of the molten of the support material, \( \Delta \rho \)–difference of the densities of the molten support material and cytostatic.

Then the volume of the drop of cytostatic is simply calculated using the formula:

\[ V = \frac{4}{3} \pi \frac{d^3}{2} \]  

\[ \pi = 3.1416 \]

If entire volume of the injected cytostatic is determined as \( V_1 \), then possible to calculate the number of drops of cytostatic, and consequently the dose of all spherical drops of cytostatic, equally distributed in entire volume of the support material by formula:

\[ n = \frac{V_1}{V} \]

Using the formulas (1), (2) and (3) any chemotherapist will be able to prepare the calculated dose of cytostatic for the antitumorigenic medicine dosed action on the tumor cells in the period of their mitosis.

It should be noted that the melting of antitumorigenic medicine in the patient body is produced gradually from the periphery to the center of medicine with equally quantity of dose of the action of cytostatic on the tumor.

For the realization of the developed method of processing of the new form of antitumorigenic medicines with equally distributed spherical drops of cytostatic of support material was developed the special set "PCSFW" (physical chemistry studies of the special features of weightlessness) as part of the regular set “PION” (CSRIM) for further use of entire complex on the board of the International Space Station. On the set "PCSFW" were installed the special constructed ampules for producing the antitumorigenic medicine with the uniform distribution of the drops of cytostatic. The construction of ampule for producing the antitumorigenic medicine with the uniform distribution...
of the drops of cytostatic (Figure 1) included glass camera from molybdenum glass (1) for the melting of support material, which contains thermocouple (6) for maintaining the necessary temperature in the camera, connected through the gap (7) with the camera (4), filled by calculated dose of cytostatic.

All working parts of the ampule are "dressed" in the plastic jacket (2) for the isolation of the taking place in the cameras processes with the purpose of safety of the operator-cosmonauts and the space station.

From above and from below the camera for the melting of support material were arranged by the heating elements in the form of tablets (3).

Camera was supplied by the piston (5) for the injection via the bubbling of the spherical drops of cytostatic into the molten support material. The construction of ampule provides easy replacement of glass camera with the produced antitumorigenic medicine on the new glass camera for processing the new antitumorigenic medicine. As support material were used on the lipophilic basis the cocoa butter or on the hydrophilic basis the gelatinglycerol gels. The temperature of warming was not exceeding 37. Temperature distribution inside the molten support material is registered by the chromel-copel thermocouple, entered in the middle of glass camera with the molten support material.

One of the purposes of program was determination the possibility of using the inertial force for processing the equally saturated by spherical drops of cytostatic of the support material in the weightlessness conditions.

For the realization of this purpose of program was developed the special set "PCSFW" (physical chemistry studies of the special features of weightlessness) as part of the regular set "PION" (CSIRM) for further use of entire complex on the board of the International Space Station.

On the set "PCSFW" were installed the special constructed ampules (Figure 1) for producing the antitumorigenic medicine with the uniform distribution of the drops of cytostatic.

Processing of the antitumorigenic medicine is carried by the following actions of operator-cosmonaut:

**The preparation of “PCSFW” set to the work**

- The remote control panel of set was docked with the platform of set through the socket;
- The platform was connected to the power supply and videomeasuring of set "PION";
- The ampule was inserted and fixed on the platform;
- The heating elements of ampule were connected to the platform through the socket "heating" and the thermocouple of ampule was connected to the terminal "thermocouple".

**The antitumorigenic medicine processing**

- The power supply was turned on the remote control panel (presence of electric power supply in the network was indicated by work of indicator light);
- The glass camera of ampule was preheated by the tumbler of heating turned on;
- With the melting of model material, videomeasuring of set "PION" switched on;
- By pushing of start knob on the remote control panel was powered the electromagnetic mechanism trigger of the piston, which injected through the gap between the cameras via the bubbling of the spherical drops of cytostatic into the molten support material;
- The tumbler of heating was turned off;
- After the solidification of the producing antitumorigenic medicine, the video measuring of set "PION" was turned off.

**Dismantling of “PCSFW” set**

The dismantling of “PCSFW” set was achieved in the reverse order of the preparation of "PCSFW" set to the work.

**Conclusion**

The obtained results of conducted ground and short-term microgravity tests permitted to establish the fundamental possibility of processing of the antitumorigenic medicine with the uniform distribution of the spherical drops of cytostatic.

During the test the pre-calculated dose of cytostatic spherical drops in the support material was reached by the injection of the assigned by the chemotherapist volume of the cytostatic through the specific gap by bubbling to the special constructed ampule camera with molten support material. The tests have proved the uniform distribution of
spherical drops of cytostatics of calculated volume in entire volume of support material in the weightlessness conditions. The short-term microgravity conditions (20-30 sec) have not permitted to produce the solid antitumorigenic medicine due to the lack of time for solidification.

It is appropriate to use the developed method and devices in the space station microgravity conditions for commercial processing of the antitumorigenic medicine with the uniform distribution of the spherical drops of cytostatic inside.

Thus, the developed method of processing of the antitumorigenic medicine with the uniform distribution of the spherical drops of cytostatic inside, allows during implanting of medicine into the body parts of patient, which supply the tumor by the blood, with the calculated dose of cytostatic to act directly on tumor cells at the moment of their mitosis for their effective destruction, without affecting the healthy cells of organism.
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